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Images from the July 1950 edition of Boy’s Own Paper are reproduced by kind permission of
Lutterworth Press. The re-created circuit diagram, components list and colour photographs are
reproduced by kind permission of Hugh Castellan. The material in this leaflet is made available for
private non-commercial use only. Revision 2: 3.11.13

Long-lost Davey designs re-created: The Holiday Radio Set

Boy's Own Paper, July 1950, cover featuring Gilbert Davey's "Holiday Radio" in use. It beautifully
sums up the BOP'sethos: a wholesome outdoor life with"thechaps"! Copyright© Lutterworth Press.
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A drawing detailing construction of the Holiday Radio cabinet will be added when available;
meanwhile there are basic guidelines in the article.BOP

Construction:

RFvalve W21:

Earth connection:

Coils:

Output transformer:

Other components:

Power:

Grid bias:

Battery connection:

Operation:

There are basic guidelines in the BOP article. Note that Hugh has elected to provide a removable
panel in the bottomof the case foraccess to the wiring below the sub-panel.

The photos showHugh’s set as first rebuilt, with a 4-pin W21 first-stage valve. He has since altered
it to take the 7-pin W21 as specified by Davey. The circuit diagram reflects this change. For 4-pin connections, see
theSimpleThree-valve Set download.

Davey did not fit a separate earth socket to his set; he earthed it via the LT-ve connection. Hugh
has, however, fitted a separate earth socket belowthe aerial socket on the right-hand sideof the set.

These are homemade to the original specification written in the article. However Hugh used Litz wire
for L1, and for the L2 tuned winding, and solid wire for the L2 reaction winding. Hugh’s coils are formed on 3/4-inch
diameter SRBP. Note that they are mounted at right-angles to each otherasa precautionagainst interaction.

Hugh first fitted an RS Components output transformer as seen in the photo (current stock no.
210-6475). This worked satisfactorily, but he has since replaced it with one specially made by Majestic Transformer
Co. to suit the PM22A - see the components list for details.

C4 - the article text gives .0001µF for the reaction capacitor, but Hugh recommends .0003µF
(300pF) oreven .0005µF (500pF).

Davey's intention was that this small lightweight radio without internal battery space should be taken on
holiday, and powered by batteries bought while there. For the HT supply, he specified a 90-volt HT battery,
unobtainable now. Modern builders could use 10 x PP3 or a mains-operated power supply. For LT, two 1.5-volt “bell
batteries” were specified. These, connected in series, would have provided 3 volts. Perhaps a series resistor was
included in the original circuit and components list. In later articles, Davey advised using a 3-ohm series resistor for
similar 2-volt valve line-ups. Thealternative isa sealed 2-volt accumulator.

Note the automatic biasarrangement that eliminates the need for a grid-biasbattery for the output valve.

Hugh has reproduced Davey’s use of a valveholder as the 4-way battery connection.
(Alternative formsof 4-way connector were probably difficult tocome by in 1950.) This forms the on-off switch, and
means of course that the lead from the batteries (valve base) has exposed pins. If this arrangement is used, a good
precaution might be to shield the exposed pins with another valveholder, suitably enclosed, when not in use.
Alternatively, a modern panel-mounted plug and in-line socket could beused.

As C1 and C5 are not ganged together, it is necessary when tuning to keep these two capacitors "in step".
There is scope for experiment with a ganged pair, but one or both of the two tuned coils would need padding
capacitance. A further step might be to make the tuned winding of L2 in three sections, similar to that of L1. (Hugh
hasnot made theseexperiments, so we cannot guarantee results.)

Hugh Castellan believes that his circuit is very close to Davey's original, but it is nonetheless entirely his own
creation. I am deeply grateful to him for making these details available so that enthusiasts can once again enjoy this
long-lost design. LCF.

BOP

Safety: It is your own responsibility to ensure that you work safely and that equipment (especially mains-operated
power supplies for battery sets) is soundly built and adequately housed. If you are in any doubt about your
understanding of the information given or referred to in this download, or about your ability to work safely, you
should seek the help of a qualified person.

Gilbert Davey published this immensely popular design in the July 1950 , but owing to post-war
paper shortages, readers had to send for a separate leaflet with the circuit diagram and components list. As far as we
know, none of these has survived.

Boy's Own Paper

Hugh Castellan built the Holiday Radio as a boy, but the set and the plans were lost
over the years. Wanting to rebuild it during the 1980s, he contacted Gilbert Davey, but he could only offer limited
help. (He was, however, able to assist with the Simple Three valve Radio - see separate download). Hugh's rebuild
was finallycompleted quite recently, and is the result of detective work and brain-cudgelling over many years.

The Holiday Radio Set
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Holiday Radio circuit diagram re-created by Hugh Castellan.
V1 is shown as W21 7-pin, whilst the photos show the set as first
rebuilt with the 4-pin version. Copyright © HughCastellan.

Holiday Radio,
front view.
Controls (left to
right): Reaction,
detector tuning,
RF stage tuning.

Rear view, with
visible components
identified.

View beneath sub-
panel, with com-
ponents identified.

Resistors (all 1 or 1/3watt):

Capacitors

Valves

Output transformer TR1

Sundry components

R1 33K
R2 10K
R3 1M
R4 100K
R5 470K
R6 1K

C1 500pF variable solid dielectric
C2 0.1µF 150V polyester
C3 0.005µF 150V polystyrene or mica
C4 300pF variable solid dielectric (see p2)
C5 500pF variable solid dielectric
C6 300pF 150V polystyrene or mica
C7 200pF 150V polystyrene or mica
C8 0.01µF 150V polyester
C9 0.005µF 150V polystyrene or mica
C10 10µF 450V electrolytic

V1 W21 7-pin version, Osram
V2 HL2K, Mazda
V3 PM22A, Mullard

Type HC2(A), Majestic Transformer Co,
245 Rossmore Road, Parkstone, Poole,
Dorset, BH122HQ Tel: +44 (0)1202734463
http://www.transformers.uk.com
Price approx. £29.08 + carriage.

Coils: 2 formers 3/4“ dia x 1 1/2” long,
38swg enamelled copper wire
Valveholders: 1 x B7, 1 x B4, 1 x B5

Plugs and socketsfor aerial and earth

Battery connector: B4 valveholder and base,
or any suitable 4-way connector
Batteries: HT 10 x PP3, LT 2 x D cell, all in suitable
holder, with flying lead
Materials for cabinet: see drawing

This transformer is fitted with a central blank tag on the primary side to
allow for tone components. It is designed for modern 4- or 8-ohm
speakers, but an old 3-ohm unit should work on the 4-ohm tappings.

Loudspeaker: 2 1/2“ or 3” unit, 3 - 8 ohm

Bolts, nuts,washers, 6BA or M3, solder tags
Connecting wire
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